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The key to discovering the secret behind Valdâ€™s cursed sword is somewhere in the empire of

Zenedoura. With information obtained from Limrisâ€”new companion and former Consul of the

Empireâ€”Prince Vald decides to head there to see what he can find. Along the way, in order to save

a gravely wounded Rulca, he deliberately chooses to turn into his demon self! Valdâ€™s

uncharacteristic recklessness provokes a tirade from Halvir, who then leaves the group without a

word...
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Best series of all time, both the art, the romance, and the fantastical, mysterious plot. You cannot

love yaoi, and not read this one. Plus the published versions of this story make so much more

sense than the fan-made translations. For one thing, everything is in order, and obviously translated

properly. I love this story so much more now that I understand what's going on, and I can't wait for

the next volume!

I bought this for myself and I like this book and series. I have read these series and it was great.

This is boy on boy. But it was great and I knew what I was getting into. A must read if you like this

kind of thing.

It's hard to find yaoi manga with an interesting storyline AND good artwork. This is one of them...



Still waiting for some science fiction yaoi to come out. The only one I've ever read/seen is Missing

Road. ;/

~4/5[More of my reviews are available on my blog, Geeky Reading, to which there's a link on my

profile.]This series is still very plot-heavy, but still very enjoyable.The problem with Rulca is dealt

with in this volume, and the group moves on to entering a new town to move along the main plot.

Limris is still up to something, and I donâ€™t think I like him. Iâ€™m honestly not hugely invested in

the larger plot, even if I do find some of it exciting.Meanwhile, Vald is having a hard time accepting

his other self, even if he has started using it when he needs to. Then he and Halvir have a fight, and

make up with some sex. Itâ€™s a little adorable, and then very hot, and then sweet again. I just like

them, unabashedly. I am reading this solely for them, and I am not ashamed.Which is to say that I

will be getting the next volume, hopefully soon, just for them, and I am excited for it.

Oh, Wow, I loved how this one ended. Yamane has done an outstanding job in writing this yaoi

manga - in my opinion. Just can't say enough good stuff about the series, only that the couples

relationship is intriguing and you want more. Now I have to wait for the next Vol. and I know it has to

be as great as the previous volumes.

the art is always amazing, i do think the story is taking an interesting turn by this point, and loyal

readers will continue with the series. this book contained some comic relief from the previous book

and allowed for further story progression and romantic development between the main couple.

I was so excited when I read on  that the English version was coming out! If you've read the first

three this one won't disappoint either! Although it's more plot related then sexual but I still enjoyed it

greatly!

I love this series. It has it's funny parts but the hot parts are sooo sexy. And the havi and Vald love

each other so much. I recommend getting all the Crimson Blood books that are out.
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